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Disclaimer 

The information contained herein is strictly confidential and has been prepared solely for the person to 

whom this document is addressed. The information is provided for informational and discussion purposes 

only and may not be reproduced or distributed, in whole or in part, to any third party without the 

express approval of Sango Capital Management or its subsidiaries or affiliates (“Sango”). Sango reserves 

the right at any time to amend or change the data contained in this document without notice to you. 

This document contains general information about Sango’s investment strategies. It should not be 

construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security; it is neither a prospectus 

nor an advertisement, and no offering is being made to the public pursuant hereto. 

The research referenced and cited in this document, including the information used to develop the 

opinions herein was gathered from sources believed to be accurate, including but not limited to: 

economic and market data from government and private sources and major external databases, but no 

independent verification has been made and accuracy is not guaranteed. It should be further noted that 

while based on reasonable belief and research, the opinions, projections and estimates contained herein 

reflect those of Sango only and should not be construed as absolute statements and are subject to 

change without notice to you. 

Any performance assumptions and numbers in this presentation are unaudited and may be based on 

estimates. Individual performance may vary measurably based on timing of investment, among other 

things. Gross and net performance values are estimates and may change as final underlying costs and 

fees are allocated. 

The anticipated portfolio exposure, allocations and investment style described herein may change in the 

future in response to market conditions in Sango’s discretion. Accordingly, no undue reliance or any 

conclusions can or should be drawn regarding the past, present or future portfolio holdings, exposure, 

allocations or investment style of any portfolio managed by Sango or its affiliates. 

Certain statements in this document constitute forward-looking statements that should not be relied 

upon as a representation of future performance of any fund managed by Sango or its affiliates. There can 

be no guarantee that Sango’s investment objectives will be realised. In making an investment decision, 

you should rely on your own examination of the funds and the terms of any fund offering. You should not 

construe the contents of this document as legal, tax, investment or other advice. There can be no 

assurance that the success of the investment prospects contained this document will be achieved. 

No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied is given as to the accuracy or 

completeness of the information or opinions contained in this document by Sango, its affiliates, its 

advisory clients, their members, general partners, investment advisors, or respective affiliates or 

employees and accordingly, no liability is accepted by such persons for the accuracy or completeness of 

any such information or opinions. Strategies discussed herein may involve investments in less liquid 

securities as well as leverage. You and your advisor(s) should consider any legal, tax and accounting 

matters relevant to any investment discussed herein or arising herefrom independently. This 

informational presentation is being furnished to you on condition that it will not form a primary basis for 

any investment decision. The past performance of any other investment vehicle or account managed or 

advised by the principals of Sango is not necessarily indicative of future results. 
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As COVID-19 has taken its toll on various countries, we are (understandably) having more conversations 

with investors to compare notes on how Africa is faring relative to other regions.  The single most 

consistent reaction from those investors to our comments has been surprise. “Given what we see around 

the world, all the alarm bells rang to date and all the data on African countries and African companies 

should be mostly falling off a cliff.  So why aren’t they?” they ask. 

 

What have we observed in Africa relative to other global markets? 

1. While COVID infections are rising in Africa, they remain lower than forecasted and low relative to 

Africa’s population and other illnesses experienced historically 

It has been 5 to 6 months since COVID took hold in Africa depending on the country.  

Overwhelmingly, the expectation (given the paucity of regional healthcare services) was for a rapid 

spike in caseloads, mortality rates and so on.   

Big picture, as of July 2020, across the 54 African nations:  

• Nearly 750,000 COVID cases were reported as infected, versus a global total of nearly 15 million;  

• 15,465 deaths were reported (2.1% of all cases) versus a global total of 612,845 (4.1% of all cases); 

• 14,862 tests had been conducted per 1 million people, versus a global average of 67,392. Over the 
past two months testing rates have climbed nearly 5x in Africa, while global testing rates have seen 
a 4x increase ; 

• A 53% recovery rate (% of all reported cases) versus a global rate of 60%;  

• When considered within the context of Africa’s population of 1.3 billion, the reported infection 
rates remain relatively small at 0.06%. By comparison, the US infection rate is 1.2%. 

 

Over the last 6 months, Africa has seen unprecedented coordination via the Africa-CDC and local 

health officials, central bankers, ministers of finance and organizations like the IMF/World bank.  

Africa’s cases have climbed as economies have opened up and as testing rates quintupled. However, 

mortality rates in Africa remain similar to global rates and remain much lower than those of other large 

regions of the world. COVID mortality rates are also lower than those of diseases like HIV or Malaria, 

which have been prevalent in the region for decades.  

 

2. Notwithstanding projected recessions or slower GDP growth (depending on the country) in 2020-

2021, Africa’s longer-term growth opportunities remain attractive relative to most other 

geographies. Our focus countries alone are expected to generate upwards of US$700b of 

consumer spending by 2024. 

In May 2020, we shared our initial analysis of Africa’s preparedness for this crisis, how individual 

economies were responding and the implications for growth over a private asset investment horizon. 

In April, the International Monetary Fund issued a short form of its world economic report focused on 

the global lockdown, predicting dramatic downturns in global growth in 2020 followed by a rebound 

in 2021. Assuming the IMF estimates for 2022 to 2024 do not change materially, between 2019 to 

2024, COVID is expected to lower overall average annual real growth for the SSA (Sub-Saharan Africa) 

region from 3.8% to 3.0%. Cumulatively this means real incomes would still grow by 19% (rather than 

the pre-COVID number of 25%) over that time period. In nominal terms, assuming an average annual 

inflation rate of 5%, our focus countries alone are expected to grow their economies by US$700+ 

billion as shown in the table below. 
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   Cumulative real consumption growth across African countries: 

 
 

3. COVID has highlighted what we already knew about growth opportunities in emerging or frontier 

economies, that is, that they are substantially driven by goods and services that are considered 

essential.  As economies locked down across the world, investments in food production, processing 

and distribution, energy and power, healthcare and diagnostics, financial services and TMT remained 

relatively resilient because they are essential to the African consumer. As many of those companies 

continue to operate during lock downs and around social isolations, they exemplify why private 

equity fund performance and recent valuations have remained resilient.  

 

4. Today, comfort with uncertainty is your friend. As we know, Africa’s macro-economic history has 

been replete with prolonged periods of uncertainty.  Strong and experienced management teams 

have developed an ability to manage effectively around uncertainty – that painful history is an asset 

during this time of COVID-driven uncertainty.  We are seeing companies continue to grow as they 

deliver much needed goods and services to their clients during this time.  

 

As many investors and other asset allocators increasingly weigh where to deploy capital 

while managing for uncertainty, liquidity, long-term returns, portfolio impact and positive 

impact, with respect to Africa, we are reminding them to:  

 

1. Be more strategic and less tactical: As global public equity markets largely ignore future earnings 

trajectories and rely instead on FED (and government stimulus) action to anchor value and as global 

government bond yields sit at historic lows, Africa’s strategic return opportunity remains unchanged.  
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Company growth will continue to be fuelled by select themes that are undeterred by the current 

crisis including: 

• Rapid urbanisation and changes in food production and consumption, which creates food value 

chain opportunities; 

• Rising consumption at various levels of income which fuels the demand for goods and services, 

drives trade and creates supernormal profits for market leading firms; 

• The large supply-demand gap in energy and power and the falling cost per kilowatt hour of 

various alternative energy types; and 

• The substantial yearly infrastructure spend in Africa that supports long-term growth.  

 

2. Look for assets in capital starved markets:  The amount of capital raised by ETFs and indexers for 

public market exposure, by North American and Asian private equity funds for those markets, by 

distressed funds for potential turnaround opportunities and so on, is unprecedented.  Africa’s middle 

market private equity remains one of the few markets where the capital supply/demand relationship 

favours investors. This is expected to be the case for the foreseeable future. 

 

3. Focus on portfolio construction: Structurally diversified exposure can substantially mitigate the risk 

of capital loss while preserving upside optionality.  Today, growth opportunities in non-commodity 

Africa remain primarily localized and highly idiosyncratic.  Investors can access a diversified portfolio 

of assets whose currency-adjusted growth is 2-4x the growth available in developed markets and can 

do so at an entry price of 4-7x earnings.  We believe that such assets can buttress a global portfolio 

amidst sustained periods of global volatility.  

 
 

4. Focus on the relevant risks:  Investors are being constantly bombarded by a global information 

overload that threatens to distract them from focusing on risk that will drive medium and long-term 

outperformance/underperformance. Focus on relevant risks is critically important today:    

 

a. Headline risk vs. risk of capital loss or substantial underperformance - Too often investors focus 

on the latest news cycle in Africa (or elsewhere) rather than factors that truly drive underlying 

company performance, sector growth, or buyer demand for new assets.  For example, between 

1900 and 2016, the annualized real return of the Johannesburg stock exchange averaged 7.2%, 

beating 23 other countries surveyed over the period including the U.S, U.K, and Germany.1  This 

period was characterized by untold volatility, two world wars, apartheid and associated 

sanctions, and the abandoning of the gold standard (which affected South Africa as one of the top 

gold exporters).  At this time, it is therefore critical to disregard perceived (headline) risks and 

focus instead on actual risks (such as systematic failures of countries, changes in regulation or 

technologies that can leapfrog existing business models) which can drive long-term 

underperformance in this fast-evolving environment. 

 

b. Top down vs. bottom up risks to investing:  We have seen first-hand how a macro challenge 

(COVID-19) has affected human behaviour and company, sector, country performance.  Whereas 

private investments are inherently bottom-up, the top-down macro today is making for 

interesting bifurcations across similarly strong companies and management teams.  As some 

otherwise good companies struggle in one country, others in another country are consolidating 

market leadership positions while continuing to deliver well in their target communities. 

 

c. Execution and people risks: Too often, investors ignore execution risk and assume that existence 

of an overwhelming consumer demand gap will make up for mis-steps in execution. Strong 

 
1 Research published by the Credit Suisse Research Institute and London Business School professors Elroy Dimson, Paul March 
and Mike Staunton 
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management teams and good execution allow high performing companies to successfully operate 

in sectors where competitors are larger, better capitalized and have been around longer. During 

COVID, they have been particularly differentiated by execution capabilities and nimbleness. As 

governments, economies, sectors, companies and management teams become differentiated – 

now more than ever, applying a local context to assess execution and people risks will distinguish 

winners from losers. 

 

In conclusion, as discerning investors are finding out, Africa’s middle market, which has always been 

attractive for discerning investors, may be even more compelling today, notwithstanding the COVID-19 

pandemic.  Middle market private equity in Africa is characterized by high revenue/earnings growth 

rates (20-50% annually), lower entry valuations (half to one-third of what investors pay for similar 

companies in North America/Asia), little to no leverage required to generate returns, digestible exits and 

positive impact.  COVID has added an additional lens to this market - the ability for strong firms selling 

essential goods/services to get ahead. When put into the context of Africa’s medium to long-term 

picture (even with the effects of COVID) Allocators looking for diversified downside protection with 

upside optionality should take a closer look at Africa’s middle market today. 

 


